
UFC Auckland Betting Breakdown 

The Bets: 

• 4 units @ -260 Kai Kara-France to win  

• 2.5 units @ -185 Angela Hill to win 

• 1.5 units @ +215 Karolina Kowalkiewicz to win 

• 4 units @ -230 Crute versus Oleksiejczuk Fight won't go the 3-round distance 

• 5 units @ -210 Sato versus Pitolo Fight won't go the 3-round distance 

• 1.5 units @ +185 Dobson versus Cachoeira won't go the 3-round distance 

 

4 units @ -260 Kai Kara-France to win  

Tyson Nam has a very impressive win over former UFC veteran prior to making his UFC debut in 

Ali Bagauntinov (Bagauntinov has wins over John Lineker and Tim Elliott). Tyson’s style is 

primarily striking where he likes to keep range and be the more effective striker. Tyson’s output 

is low and likes to attack in bursts so he will have limited opportunities to land effective strikes 

against defensively sound striker, Kai Kara-France. Kai is the much better combination striker, 

the more technical & sharper striker, fights at the much higher pace, faster fighter, and more 

defensively sound striker, so he is the pick for me to win (and bet). As I’ve noted before, Kai 

slows down as the fight progresses, but this is a fight where I trust he will control the tempo so 

the cardio liability that showed against Moreno and Paiva will very likely not occur here. Kai 

also as more UFC experienced than Tyson. The only way I see Tyson Nam winning this fight is by 

randomly catching Kai off guard in a striking exchange and knocking him out. I just do not think 

the scenario described in the previous sentence is very likely considering Kai is a very 

defensively sound striker in addition to his other advantages combined with the fact that he has 

not been knocked out since 2012. Kai took Moreno’s punches well despite wearing damage on 

his face in their fight in December at UFC 245, so I trust Kai wins this bout much often hence the 

bet at already wide odds.  

 

2.5 units @ -185 Angela Hill to win 

Loma Lookboonmee is a former Atomweight (105lbs weight class) that must move up to 

Strawweight in order to compete in the UFC. Loma has a Muy Thai style, is strong in the clinch, 

likes to keep range, and has a takedown game. Her willingness to fight at range may be in issue 

for her against a lengthier fighter in Angela Hill. Hill is coming off two impressive (finish) 

performances where she showcased great clinch work and grappling. It’s always nice to see 

fighters making improvements to their game and Hill has massively improved in just a sample of 

5 fights. Hill fights at the higher pace, is much more experienced in MMA, is the more mobile 

fighter, fought the superior competition, and will likely have more success fighting at range & in 

the clinch than Loma especially considering her length. On the mat, I think there’s a lot of 



potential with Hill if she gets in top position considering her improvements and considering 

Loma did not appear comfortable on the mat (was threatened with a leg lock attempt from 

Albu). Hill is taking this fight on short notice but has about 2 and a half weeks to prepare with 

Hannah Goldy’s removal from this bout. Also, Hill just fought in January (against Hannah Cifers), 

so I expect her to be well prepared for this matchup. The pick (and bet) for me here is clearly 

Hill with all her noted advantages. 

 

1.5 units @ +215 Karolina Kowalkiewicz to win 

Yan Xiaonan is making her way up the Women's Strawweight rankings after each win in the UFC 

she has so far. Yan (a striker) is light on her feet, aggressive in bursts (rather than consistency), 

throws in combination, and is fast. The holes I see in Yan’s game are in the clinch (which 

Karolina can look to exploit as she is a good clinch fighter as evidenced by her fight against 

Felice Herrig), willingness to trade punches in the pocket, and is open to being countered. Her 

opponent, Karolina Kowalkiewicz also does not utilize proper head movement and is willing to 

trade punches and as a result, has been hurt by Felice Herrig, stunned by Grasso, and knocked 

out by Jessica Andrade. With all of this in consideration, I do not see a finish materializing here 

as neither fighter is known for their knockout power. I see this fight significantly closer than the 

odds indicate considering their styles are very similar to one another. Both throw a good 

amount of volume and have susceptible striking defense which makes for a high action fight for 

three rounds. Where I think Karolina wins this fight is in the clinch which I trust she will be the 

more effective fighter there. Also, I am expecting primarily a striker’s battle, but if this fight hits 

the mat, I trust Karolina has the better grappling. Karolina is also much more UFC experience 

and has fought the better level of competition. I believe Karolina is being significantly 

underrated in this spot per the odds hence the bet (like Dober versus Haqparast and Dobson 

versus Wood).  

 

4 units @ -230 Crute versus Oleksiejczuk Fight won't go the 3-round distance 

A grappler versus striker matchup is featured here. Jimmy Crute has mixed results in the UFC so 

far, but nonetheless has shown finishing capabilities on the mat and on the feet. Jimmy, the BJJ 

black belt, will very likely want to get this fight to the mat as he will hold a clear advantage and 

should dominate if the fight goes there. Jimmy is aggressive in top position by passing guard 

and hunts for the submission as evidenced by his UFC debut fight against good grappler, Paul 

Craig. Michał Oleksiejczuk will hold the striking advantage due to his excessive movement, 

pressure, striking output, and superior technique. Jimmy has power in his hands, but as 

evidenced by his DWTNCS appearance, he is willing to exchange punches and is hittable in 

striking exchanges because he does not utilize proper head movement. Michał has a lot of 

power in his hands and is an offensive threat in striking exchanges, but I noticed some 

defensive flaws in his style too. Michał is hittable in close range because even though the rest of 



his body is moving, his head movement is not properly utilized. Also, his excessive movement 

has caused him to noticeably slowdown in fights (i.e. slowed down in round 2 versus Ovince 

Saint Preux) which resulted in him being taken down easily and submitted. I question Michał’s 

defensive submission grappling too because in addition to his fight against Ovince Saint Preux 

where he was submitted, he was in a deep guillotine choke in his UFC debut from Khalil 

Rountree and did not show proficient submission defense, so if this fight goes to the mat or Jim 

hunts for a submission in the clinch it may not be long before the fight is over. Either fighter can 

finish the fight in the striking exchanges due to the power dynamic of each fighter combined 

with their aggression and striking defense being a liability, but again, I favor Michał. On the mat 

though, it is clear Crute should dominate given Oleksiejczuk’s defensive grappling flaws 

combined with Crute’s aggression and grappling pedigree.  

 

5 units @ -210 Sato versus Pitolo Fight won't go the 3-round distance 

Two brawlers are featured here which makes for a fun fight in what should primarily be a 

striker’s battle! Both fighters have been rocked in the UFC (Make Pitolo by Callan Potter and 

Takashi Sato by Ben Saunders & Belal Muhammad) and prior to their UFC debuts due to the fact 

neither of them utilizes proper head movement. Each fighter has been knocked out before and 

the susceptible striking defense of each fighter combined with the fact that they each carry 

some power makes it likely a finish materializes in this fight. Maki will have the grappling 

advantage but will unlikely be able to take Takashi down due to Sato’s judo background unless 

he hurts Takashi in a striking exchange. I do not trust Sato’s grappling on the mat based on 

what I’ve seen on tape (in addition to just the Muhammad fight), so Pitolo can finish the fight 

on the mat OR either fighter can finish the fight in the striking exchanges because of the power 

dynamic, susceptible striking defense, and willingness to take damage of each fighter.  

 

1.5 units @ +185 Dobson versus Cachoeira won't go the 3-round distance 

Both women prefer to strike with Dobson being the better striker due to the fact she is more 

technical, varied, has superior power, and has the much better striking defense. Dobson’s 

susceptibility in striking exchanges has been pressure (i.e. against Mueller and Mazo was hurt 

from each opponent) which is the style Cachoeira brings. Cachoeira is the more aggressive 

fighter with the superior cardio and striking output. However, I wish Cachoeira would improve 

her head movement as it has led to her getting hurt more than once in the UFC so far (was hurt 

by Shevchenko very early in the fight and was hurt & knocked down by Carolina). Cachoeira is 

not a technical striker as she throws a lot of looping shots, but her pressure, volume, and cardio 

may be enough to get the job done considering that’s where Dobson has shown susceptibility 

and has nearly been finished inside the octagon more than once as a result. I see this fight as 

Dobson early via TKO/KO due to her superior striking and power combined with Cachoeira’s 



striking defense being a liability or Cachoeira late via TKO due to Dobson’s tendencies of 

slowing down as the fight progresses and her susceptibility to pressure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


